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Abstract
Most software profiling tools quantify average performance
and rely on a program’s control flow graph to organize and
report results. However, in interactive server applications,
performance predictability is often an equally important
measure. Moreover, the end user is often concerned with
the performance of a semantically defined interval of execution, such as a request or transaction, which may not directly
map to any single function in the call graph, especially in
high-performance applications that use asynchrony or eventbased programming. It is difficult to distinguish functionality
that lies on the critical path of a semantic interval from other
activity (e.g., periodic logging or side operations) that may
nevertheless appear prominent in a conventional profile. Existing profilers lack the ability to (i) aggregate results for a
semantic interval and (ii) attribute its performance variance
to individual functions.
We propose a profiler called VProfiler that, given the
source code of a software system and programmer annotations indicating the start and end of semantic intervals of
interest, is able to identify the dominant sources of latency
variance in a semantic context. Using a novel abstraction,
called a variance tree, VProfiler analyzes the thread interleaving and deconstructs overall latency variance into variances and covariances of the execution time of individual
functions. It then aggregates latency variance along a backwards path of dependence relationships among threads from
the end of an interval to its start. We evaluate VProfiler’s effectiveness on three popular open-source projects (MySQL,
Postgres, and Apache Web Server). By identifying a few culprit functions in these complex code bases, VProfiler allows
us to eliminate 27%–82% of the overall latency variance of
these systems with a modest programming effort.
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1.

Introduction

Profiling tools are a key means of gaining performance insight into complex software systems. Existing profilers provide performance statistics about an application’s function
call hierarchy. For example, they can answer questions such
as which functions are called most often from a particular
context, or how much time is spent inside each function. The
answers, however, are almost always expressed in terms of
average performance [19, 34, 37, 64, 65]. Even when multiple runs are used to infer a latency histogram [68], users
can still only find out which functions contribute the most to
the overall latency in each execution time range. However,
an increasing number of modern applications come with performance requirements that are hard to analyze with existing
profilers. In particular, delivering predictable performance is
becoming an increasingly important criterion for real-time
or interactive applications [1, 3–7, 11, 69], where the latency of individual requests is either mission-critical or affecting user experience.1
Existing profilers can only study such systems in terms
of their average performance breakdown, for example, by
attributing average latency to contributions of individual
functions. Such profilers offer little help in quantifying the
contribution of individual functions to the overall latency
variance—a problem that is much more challenging.
The second problem is that performance predictability
might only matter in terms of a semantic interval that encapsulates the end-user’s experience or interaction with the
system. For example, a background I/O operation exhibiting large variance in execution time may not matter as long
as the graphical user interface does not freeze and users can
continue interacting with the system. Similarly, in a database
system, performance predictability may only matter insofar
as it concerns transaction latencies, and thus latency variance of other functionalities (e.g., periodic log flushing to a
separate disk) is irrelevant to the performance profile as long
as they do not affect transaction latencies. Unfortunately, se-
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1 In

this paper, we do not target those real-time applications that require
hard (rather than statistical) guarantees, e.g., airplane control systems.

mantic intervals (e.g., the end-to-end latency of a database
transaction or a web-server request) may not always correspond to a single thread or a single top-level function. A
transaction might start on one thread and be handed off to
and completed on a different thread. In event-based software architectures, a user session or transaction might create multiple events on a shared work queue, whereby multiple worker threads process events in a round robin fashion.
The notion of a user transaction or session is inherently a
semantic one, and it cannot be automatically detected by a
generic profiler. For example, the processing of the last event
associated with a session may not necessarily correspond
to the user’s perception of a session end, e.g., post-commit
cleanups do not affect a user’s latency perception.
Although faster storage and increased hardware parallelism have helped to improve mean performance in general,
mitigating performance variance has largely remained an
open problem. With increasing complexity of modern applications, subtle interactions of difficult-to-analyze code paths
often lead to vexing performance anomalies [1, 3–7, 11,
69]. The rising popularity of cloud-services and service-level
agreements in mission-critical applications has increased the
need for performance predictability. In light of these trends,
we believe it is critical and timely to undertake a systematic
approach to diagnosing performance variance in a semantic
context.
In this work, we propose a profiling framework, called
VProfiler, that can solve both problems. Given the source
code of an application and a minimal effort in demarcation
of semantic intervals and synchronization primitives, VProfiler identifies the dominant sources of latency variance of
semantic intervals. VProfiler iteratively instruments the application source code, each time collecting fine-grain performance measurements for a different subset of functions
invoked during the semantic interval of interest. By analyzing these measurements across thread interleavings, VProfiler aggregates latency variance along a backwards path of
dependence relationships among threads from the end of an
interval to its start. Then, using a novel abstraction, called a
variance tree, VProfiler carefully reasons about the relationship between overall latency variance and the variances and
covariances of the execution time of culprit functions, providing insight into the root causes of performance variance.
We evaluate VProfiler’s effectiveness by analyzing three
popular open-source projects, MySQL, Postgres, and Apache
Web Server, identifying major sources of latency variance of
transactions in the former two and of web requests in the
latter. In addition to their popularity, we have chosen these
three systems for several reasons. First, due to their massive,
legacy, and poorly-documented codebases, manual inspection of these source codes is a challenging task (e.g., MySQL
has 1.5M lines of code and 30K functions). Second, transactional databases and web servers are a key component of
many interactive applications.

Contributions — We make the following contributions:
1. We introduce a novel abstraction, called a variance tree,
to reason about the relationship between overall latency
variance and the variances and covariances of the execution time of culprit functions. Using this abstraction,
we present VProfiler as the first profiling tool that can
efficiently and rigorously decompose the variance of the
execution time of a semantic interval by analyzing application source code and identifying the major contributors
to its variance (Section 3).
2. We use VProfiler to analyze MySQL, Postgres, and
Apache Web Server, and successfully identify a handful
of functions in these massive codebases that contribute
the most to their latency variance (Section 4).
3. We show that VProfiler’s results are insightful and lead
to application-specific optimizations that significantly
reduce the overall mean, variance, and 99th percentile
latencies by 84%, 82%, and 50%, respectively (Section 4.5).
We discuss the scope of our work in Section 2, and introduce VProfiler in Section 3. We evaluate VProfiler’s efficiency in Section 4.1. To evaluate its effectiveness, we conduct detailed case studies of variance for transaction latencies in MySQL and Postgres (Sections 4.5 and 4.6), and for
web request latencies in Apache Web Server (Section 4.7).
We discuss related work and conclude in Sections 5 and 6.

2.

Scope

In this section, we briefly discuss the scope of our work.
Defining Predictability — There are many mathematical
notions for capturing performance predictability in a software system. One could aim at minimizing the latency variance or tail latencies (e.g., 99th percentile). Alternatively,
one could focus on bounding these quantities, e.g., ensuring
that the 99th percentile remains under a fixed threshold. To
obtain a standardized measure of dispersion (or spread) for
a distribution, statisticians sometimes calculate the ratio of
standard deviation to mean (a.k.a. coefficient of variation).
While there are many choices, in this paper we focus on
identifying the sources of latency variance (and thereby standard deviation), but we only consider solutions that reduce
the variance but do not increase mean latency (or reduce
throughput). For example, simply padding all latencies with
a large wait time will trivially reduce variance but will increase mean latency. While certain applications might tolerate an increase in mean latency in exchange for lower variance [15, 32, 38, 52, 54, 69], such tradeoffs may not be acceptable to most latency-sensitive applications. Thus, in this
paper, we restrict ourselves to ideal solutions, i.e., those that
reduce variance without negatively impacting mean latency
or throughput. In fact, as shown in Section 4, not only do our
findings reduce variance, but they also reduce mean latency

and coefficient of variation. As reported in Section 4.8, one
of the variance solutions we discovered with the aid of VProfiler has been quickly adopted (and made a default policy) by
MySQL’s major distributions.
Finally, while we do not directly minimize tail latencies,
reducing variance serves as a surrogate for reducing highpercentiles too [71]. For example, our techniques reduce
overall variance by 82%, and 99th percentile latency by 50%
for the TPC-C benchmark.
Diagnosis, Not Automated Fixing — There are two steps
involved in performance debugging. One is identifying the
root cause of a performance problem (variance, in our case),
and the other is resolving the issue. Like all profilers, VProfiler focuses on the former. While automating the second
step is challenging (e.g., it requires knowing the programmer’s original intention), the first step is equally important.
In fact, to the best of our knowledge, no existing profiler can
identify the true sources of performance variance in a systematic fashion, and VProfiler is the first in this regard (see
Section 5).
Though resolving the issue ultimately requires manual
inspection, the manual effort needed is often proportional
to the extent to which the profiler localizes the sources of
the problem. As reported in Section 4, VProfiler’s findings
allow us to examine only a handful of functions (out of tens
of thousands) and dramatically reduce latency variance with
modest programming efforts across MySQL, Postgres, and
Apache Web Server.
Inherent vs. Avoidable Variance — It is important to note
that performance variance is sometimes inherent and cannot
be avoided. For example, processing a query that performs
more work will inherently take longer than one that performs
less work.2 Avoidable sources of variance are those that
are not caused by varying amounts of work, but rather due
to internal artifacts in the source code, such as scheduling
choices, contention, I/O, or other performance pathologies.
For example, two transactions requesting similar amounts
of work but experiencing different latencies indicate a performance anomaly that might be avoidable. Determining
whether an identified source of latency variance is avoidable
or not requires the programmer’s understanding of what constitutes inherent work in a given application. VProfiler simply reports dominant sources of performance variance so that
programmers can focus their attention on only a handful of
culprit functions.
Software vs. I/O Delays — In distributed and cloud-based
applications, variance in network delays can cause variance in user-perceived latencies. In VProfiler, variance in
I/Os such as network traffic or disk (synchronous or asynchronous) operations manifests as variance in the functions
2 In

prior work, we have studied the variance of performance caused by external factors (such as changes in the workload environment) and strategies
for mitigating them [48, 49].

that receive the result of the I/O operations, providing programmers an indication that I/O variance is the root cause.

3.

VProfiler

With the complexity of modern software, there are many
possible causes of latency variance, such as I/O operations, locks, thread scheduling, queuing delays, and varying work per request. Although there are a variety of tracing tools that provide some visibility into application internals (e.g., strace to gain visibility into I/O operations, and
DTrace [35] to profile performance), these tools do not directly report performance variation or identify outlying behavior. Moreover, most tracing tools aggregate and report results according to the application call hierarchy, which often
does not correspond well to user-visible performance metrics, such as request or transaction processing time. Finally,
general-purpose tracing tools introduce substantial (sometimes order-of-magnitude) slowdowns, when collecting finegrain measurements. For example, we report the overhead of
DTrace in Section 3.3.4. The overhead of these tools skews
application behavior and obscures root causes of latency
variance. In this section, we introduce VProfiler, a novel
tool for automatically instrumenting a subset of functions in
an application’s source code to profile execution time variance at fine time scales with minimal overhead (to preserve
the behavior of the system under study).
3.1

Semantic Profiling

A key objective of VProfiler is to quantify performance
means and variances over semantic intervals rather than report results that are tightly coupled to the application’s call
graph. A semantic interval is a programmer-defined execution interval that corresponds to a repeated application behavior, which the programmer wishes to profile. Our intent
is that a semantic interval should correspond to a single request, session, connection, transaction, and so on, thus allowing the programmer to analyze per-request latency and
variance. Note that a semantic interval may encompass concurrent execution spanning multiple threads, or include the
time a particular request/context was waiting in a queue or
was blocked awaiting some resource.
VProfiler comprises an online trace collection phase and
an offline analysis phase. The trace collection phase gathers start and end timestamps of semantic intervals, runtime
profiles of a specific set of instrumented functions, and dependency relationships among threads and tasks needed to
reconstruct a latency breakdown for each semantic interval.
Then, VProfiler performs an offline analysis of these traces
to characterize each semantic interval and output a variance
profile. If the developer determines that this profile provides
insufficient detail, VProfiler selects a new set of functions to
instrument to refine the variance profile, and the trace collection phase is repeated. We detail this iterative refinement
procedure in Section 3.3.4.

VProfiler conceptually divides execution on all threads
into segments. Each segment is conceptually labeled as either executing on behalf of a single semantic interval, or it is
unlabelled to indicate background activity unassociated with
any particular request or execution that services multiple requests. As the notion of a semantic interval is applicationspecific, it must be provided to VProfiler by the programmer via manual annotation. The programmer, via a simple
API, enters three kinds of annotations, indicating: (1) when
a new semantic interval is created (e.g., transaction start), (2)
when a semantic interval is complete (e.g., transaction commit), and (3) when a thread begins executing on behalf of a
specific semantic interval (e.g., worker thread dequeues and
executes an event associated with the semantic interval).
The first two of these annotations are straight-forward:
they provide bounds for the semantic interval. The average
performance and overall variance reported by VProfiler is
the mean and variance of the time difference between these
start and end annotations. However, VProfiler does not seek
to merely report these overall aggregate metrics. Rather, it
sub-divides the latency between these annotations and attributes it to the execution of particular functions or wait
times on specific resources/queues. Furthermore, VProfiler
does not require that the start and end of an interval lie on the
same thread. Rather, VProfiler considers relationships across
threads where one thread unblocks execution of another. It
follows such dependence edges backwards from the end of
the semantic interval to discover the critical path from the
end annotation back to the start timestamp. VProfiler relies
on instrumentation added to an application’s synchronization primitives that potentially block execution (e.g., locks,
condition variables, and message/task queues) to log these
dependence edges. We expand on this idea more in Section 3.3.2.
The third annotation is designed specifically for taskbased concurrent programming models (e.g., Intel’s Threaded
Building Blocks), where a semantic interval is decoupled
from any particular worker thread. Rather, execution on behalf of a transaction or request proceeds as a sequence of
(possibly concurrent) tasks that are dequeued from work
queues. In such a framework, a program annotation indicates when a worker thread begins processing a task on behalf of a specific semantic interval. The thread is assumed
to continue working on behalf of the semantic interval until
another explicit annotation indicates execution on behalf of
a new interval. In addition, VProfiler instruments functions
that enqueue a task, recording a “created-by” relationship,
thereby building a directed graph among the tasks. VProfiler uses this graph to provide a breakdown of latency and
variance of execution within the semantic interval and distinguish periods where no task is executed and the semantic
interval is delayed due to queuing.
Before discussing VProfiler’s algorithm for profiling semantic intervals, we first discuss its model for analyzing per-

formance variance of a function invocation, which is the fundamental building block of VProfiler’s approach.
3.2

Characterizing Execution Variance

A segment is a contiguous time interval on a single execution thread that may be labelled as part of, at most, a single
semantic interval. In this section, we discuss the concepts
VProfiler employs to quantify variance with respect to a single executing segment. We describe how VProfiler analyzes
entire semantic intervals in subsequent sections.
VProfiler analyzes performance variance by comparing
the duration of particular function invocations in an executing segment across other invocations of the same function
in different semantic intervals (i.e., it analyzes variances of
invocations of the same function across different requests).
VProfiler uses a novel abstraction, the variance tree, to reason about the relationship between latency variance and the
call hierarchy rooted at a particular function invocation.
3.2.1

Variance Tree

We can gain insight into why latency variance arises in an
application by subdividing and attributing execution time
within a segment across the call graph, similar to a conventional execution time profile generated by tools such as
gprof [34]. However, rather than identifying functions that
represent a large fraction of execution time, we instead calculate the variance and covariance of each component of the
call graph across many invocations to identify those functions that contribute the most to performance variability.
Two key challenges arise in this approach: (1) managing the
hierarchical nature of the call graph and the corresponding
hierarchy that arises in the variance of execution times, and
(2) ensuring that profiling overhead remains low. We first
discuss the former challenge and address the latter in Section 3.3.4.
Each variance tree is rooted in a specific function invoked
over the course of an application. We measure latency and its
variance across invocations. For example, in an event processing system, a dispatcher function that dequeues events
from a task queue and invokes the specific code associated
with the task might comprise the root of the variance tree.
VProfiler will build a variance tree beginning at the topmost
function whose execution is included within the segment.
Figure 1 (left) depicts a sample call graph comprising a
function A invoking two children B and C, and it includes
the execution time in the body of A. We can label each node
in a particular invocation of this call graph with its execution
time, yielding the relationship that the execution time of the
parent node is the sum of its children, for example:
E(A) = E(B) + E(C) + E(bodyA )

(1)

where E represents the execution time of a function.
Figure 1 (right) shows a corresponding visualization of the
variances and covariances in a variance tree representation.

Figure 1: A call graph and its corresponding variance tree (here, bodyA represents the time spent in the body of A).
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The variance tree allows VProfiler to quickly identify
sub-trees that do not contribute to latency variability, as their
variance is (relative to other nodes) small. Identifying the
root causes of large variance, however, is not so trivial. The
variance of a parent node is always larger than any of its
children, so simply identifying the nodes with the highest
variance is not useful for understanding the cause of that
variance. Furthermore, some variance arises because invocations may perform more work and manipulate more data
(e.g., a transaction accessing more records). Such variance
is not an indication of a mitigable pathology as the variance
is inherent; our objective is to identify sources of variance
that reveal performance anomalies that lead to actionable optimization opportunities. Similarly, high covariance across
pairs of functions can be an indicator of a correlation between the amount of work performed by such functions.
At a high level, our goal is to use the variance tree to
identify functions (or co-varying function pairs) that (1)
account for a substantial fraction of overall latency variance
and (2) are informative; that is, functions where analyzing
the code will reveal insight as to why variance occurs. To
unify terminology, we refer to the variance of a function or
co-variance of a function pair as a factor.
Identifying factors that account for a large fraction of
their parents’ variance is straightforward. What is more complicated is identifying functions that are informative. We address this question in the next section.
3.2.2

Inputs : t: variance break-down tree,
k: maximum number of functions to select,
d: threshold for minimum contribution
Output: s∗ : top k most responsible factors

Ranking Factors

Our intuition is that functions deeper in the call graph implement narrower and more specific functionality, hence, they
are more likely to reveal the root cause of latency variance.
For example, consider a hypothetical function WriteLog
that writes several log records to a global log buffer, but must
first acquire the lock on the log buffer (Lock), copy the log
data to the log buffer (CopyData), and finally release the
lock (Unlock). Suppose WriteLog’s variance accounts for
30% of its transaction’s latency variance, but CopyData’s
accounts for 28%. Analyzing CopyData is likely more informative even though it accounts for slightly less variance
than WriteLog, because its functionality is more specific.
Further investigation may reveal that the variance arises due
to the size of log data being copied, suggesting mitigation
techniques that reduce log size variance.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

h ← empty list;
foreach node φ ∈ t do
φ∗ ← factor of(φ);
if φ∗ 6∈ h then
φ∗ .contri ← t.contri;
h ← h ∪ φ∗ ;
else
φ0 .contri ← φ0 .contri + φ.contri;
foreach φ ∈ h do
φ.score = specificity(φ) · φ.contri;
Sort h in descending order of φ.score;
s∗ ← empty list;
for i ← 1 to k do
φ ← h[i];
if φ.contri ≥ d then
s∗ ← s∗ ∪ φ;
return s∗ ;
Algorithm 1: Factor Selection

Based on this intuition, VProfiler ranks factors using a
score function that considers both the magnitude of variance
attributed to the factor and its relative position in the call
graph. A particular factor may appear in a call graph more
than once if a function is invoked from multiple call sites.
When ranking factors, VProfiler aggregates the variance/covariance across all call sites.
To quantify a factor’s position within the call graph,
VProfiler assigns each function a height based on the maximum depth of the call tree beneath it. For factors representing the covariance of two functions, VProfiler uses the
maximum height of the two functions. It uses a specificity
metric that is a decreasing function of the factor’s height φ:
specif icity(φ) = (height(call graph) − height(φ))2
(3)
where height(call graph) is the height of the root of the
call graph, and height(φ) is the factor’s height. Here we use
square to give specificity a higher weight.
VProfiler uses a score function that jointly considers
specificity and variance:
score(φ) = specif icity(φ)

X
i

V (φi )

(4)

Target Semantic Interval
Blocked

Other Semantic Intervals

3.3.1

Wake up

Given a complete variance tree, factor selection (Algorithm 1) identifies the top factors that a developer should
investigate further to identify the root causes of semantic
interval variance. However, collecting a complete variance
tree is infeasible due to the enormous size and complexity
of call graphs in modern software systems. Instrumenting
every function adds significant overhead to execution time,
and the variance tree will no longer be representative of unprofiled execution. Hence, VProfiler iteratively refines the
instrumentation to build variance trees, starting from their
roots until the profile is sufficient for a developer to identify
key sources of variance.
In addition to constructing one or more variance trees
(rooted at specific functions in each run), to aggregate results
over the course of a semantic interval, VProfiler must trace
the following data in each run:

Thead 1
Thead 2
Thead 3

Sst
Scst

Sed

Figure 2: A critical path (marked red) constructed for a
semantic interval not involving the start segment (Sst ).
where V (φi ) represents variance or covariance of a specific
instance (call site) of a factor within the call graph.
Given the variance tree, we now describe an algorithm to
select the top-k factors based on their score. The pseudocode
is shown in Algorithm 1. For each node in the tree, we
determine if the corresponding factor is already in list h.
If not, we insert the factor and its (co-)variance into h.
Otherwise, we accumulate the (co-)variance represented by
the node into the existing element in h (lines 1 to 10). Once
we have calculated total (co-)variance of each factor, we
calculate their score values using Equation 4 (lines 11 to 13).
Then, we sort factors in descending score order, selecting the
top k whose total (co-)variance is greater than a threshold d
(lines 14 to 23).

3.3

Profiling a Semantic Interval

We next describe how VProfiler aggregates latency variance of an entire semantic interval from individual execution
segments. Furthermore, we describe the iterative refinement
method used to recursively add details to the variance tree
over a sequence of experimental trials to provide the developer a sufficiently informative latency and variance breakdown of semantic segments.
VProfiler’s offline analysis phase characterizes variance
in each semantic interval, starting at its final segment (containing the interval completion annotation). VProfiler then
aggregates latency and variance of preceding functions on
the same thread until it encounters an incoming wake-up
edge indicating execution on this segment was triggered by
an event elsewhere (e.g., a lock being freed). It then follows
this edge, continuing aggregation along the target thread,
and so on, following all incoming dependence edges. This
backwards traversal terminates when it reaches the creation
timestamp of the semantic interval. Note that, in complex
executions, the backwards trace may not actually include the
segment that created the event, as this segment may not lie on
the critical path that determined the end time of the interval
(i.e., the end timestamp of the interval may not be improved
if its start timestamp were earlier). Figure 2 shows an example of this. Intuitively, we conceive of VProfiler as assigning
“blame” for accumulated delay leading to the completion of
a semantic interval; blame propagates backwards along segments and their dependencies.

VProfiler Workflow

1. htid, sid, ts, te, statei. Each such 5-tuple describes a
segment. tid is the id of the thread on which a segment is executed. sid is a unique identifier of the semantic interval assigned when the interval is created (e.g.,
a transaction id). ts and te are the starting and ending
segment timestamps and state indicates whether the segment was executing, waiting on a task or message queue,
or blocked on a lock or I/O.
2. htid, sid, f, f s, f ei. Each such 5-tuple describes a function invocation that was selected for instrumentation during this run. f is a function name. f s and f e are the start
and end timestamps of an invocation of f .
3. htid, tid0 , ti. Each such 3-tuple indicates that thread tid
was woken up by thread tid0 at time t.
4. htid, ts, tid0 , ts0 i. Each such 4-tuple represents the event
creation relationship. Thread tid created an event at time
ts, and that event was picked up by thread tid0 at time
ts0 .
3.3.2

Tracking Segment Dependencies

VProfiler must track segment dependencies at run-time to

construct the 3- and 4-tuples indicating when a thread wakes
or creates another thread. For this tracking, VProfiler requires instrumentation of synchronization operations and
operations that enqueue tasks in task-based runtimes.
We abstract generic blocking synchronization primitives
as having an acquire(object) and release(object) function.3 This pattern covers a number of primitives, including
locks, mutexes, condition variables, and semaphores. VProfiler instruments the acquires and releases and tracks lock
ownership at run-time using a large hash map of [oid →
tid], where oid is an identifier of the synchronization object
3 Note

that the developer must supply a comprehensive list of acquire and
release function names to VProfiler to instrument.

(e.g., the lock address) and tid is the ID of the last thread
that holds the object.
To track task relationships in task-based applications,
VProfiler instruments the enqueue and dequeue operation
on the task queues. We assume a model where the consumer threads pop objects off the queue, and block when the
queue is empty. The producer threads push objects, potentially waking a worker thread to accept the task. We assume
an abstract API comprising enqueue(queue, task) and dequeue(queue) functions. Here, VProfiler also maintains a
hash table [task → tid] at run-time, where task is a unique
task identifier and tid is the ID of its producer thread.
VProfiler does not instrument the OS scheduler. Hence, if
a runnable thread is pre-empted due to CPU over-subscription,
VProfiler will include the time the thread is runnable but
waiting as part of the execution time of the segment. This
limitation of VProfiler can be overcome by instrumenting
the OS to log thread switches due to time slice expiration or
pre-emption. In the workloads we study, pre-emption is rare
as the number of concurrent application threads is tuned not
to exceed the number of available cores, so there is no need
to instrument the scheduler.
3.3.3

Aggregating Segments

Algorithm 2 shows VProfiler’s pseudocode for post-processing
the variance trees and segment relationship output for an individual semantic interval. This is a recursive function, and
the initial call should pass in the id of semantic interval of interest, its end segment, nil as its start timestamp, and the end
timestamp of the end segment as arguments. In Algorithm 2,
a segment S is described by its 5-tuple: hT, C, ts, te, si,
where T is the thread on which S was executed, C is a
unique identifier of interval S, ts and te are the start and end
timestamps and s is the state of the segment.
The high-level idea of Algorithm 2 is to construct the
critical path for the given semantic interval and to analyze
the execution time of the target function in each segment on
the critical path. Figure 2 shows an example of how a critical
path is constructed. The algorithm starts from the ending
segment and follows any wake-up/created-by relationship
backwards. Note that when the algorithm follows a wake-up
relationship backwards, it only processes the waker segment
up to the point where the blocked segment starts, and then
returns to the thread of the blocked segment.
Algorithm 2 maintains a table of execution times comprising hcid, f, eti tuples where cid is the semantic interval
id, f is the name of a profiled function (or other for time
spent in uninstrumented functions), and et is the total execution time of the function over the course of the semantic interval (as functions may be invoked more than once).
Thus, there is a single row for each (semantic interval, function) pair. We process one semantic interval at a time, aggregating time spent in each function while walking backwards along the segments included in the interval, starting
at the final segment. The key step in the algorithm is mon-

Inputs : sid, the target semantic interval id,
S, the segment to be aggregated,
B, a hard beginning timestamp to start
aggregation (could be nil),
E, a ending timestamp to stop aggregation
1
2

3
4

function aggregate segment (sid, S, B, E)
if execute for target semantic interval(S, sid)
then
/* max will handle nil value correctly
*/
monitor exec time(S.C, S.T, max(B, S.ts), E);

5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

else if is blocked(S) then
S 0 ← find waking segment(S.T, S.te);
aggregate segment(S 0 .C, S 0 .T, max(B, S.ts), E);
if B = nil ∨ S.begin() > B then
P ← get previous segment(S);
while P 6= nil do
if B 6= nil ∧ P.te ≤ B then
return;
if P.sid = sid then
accumulate wait time(P.te, S.ts);
break;
P ← get previous segment(P);
if P 6= nil then
aggregate segment(sid, P, B, P.te);
else
P ← find generator(S);
if P 6= nil then
T ← find generating time(S);
accumulate wait time(T, S.ts);
aggregate segment(sid, P, B, T );
Algorithm 2: Aggregate Segments

itor exec time. For a given semantic interval C, a thread
T , and a start and end timestamp ts and te, this step finds
all htid, cid, f, f s, f ei tuples that match the semantic interval id and thread id and also overlap the segment’s duration.
The execution of each function overlapping the segment is
then clipped against the bounds of the segment and aggregated into the execution time table. The table is then output
when all semantic intervals have been processed.

3.3.4

Iterative Refinement

In each iteration, VProfiler identifies the top-k factors when
profiling a subset of functions, starting at the root of the call
graph. This profile is then returned to the developer, who
determines if the profile is sufficient. If not, the children
of the top-k factors are added to the list of functions to be
profiled, instrumentation code is automatically inserted by
VProfiler, and a new profile is collected. In detail:

Initialization (Algorithm 3, line 1 to 3). VProfiler starts with
an empty variance tree, and initializes the list of functions to
profile with the root.
Variance Break Down (Algorithm 3, line 5 to 8). For each
profiled function, VProfiler automatically instruments the
code to measure the latency of all invocations of the function
and the latency of each child. The variance and co-variances
of these children are added to the variance tree, thereby
expanding the tree by one level.
Factor Selection (Algorithm 3, line 9 to 17). After the variance tree is expanded, VProfiler performs factor selection
to choose the top-k highest scoring factors within the tree,
which are then reported. If the profile is insufficient, the developer requests another iteration, which adds the children
of these top-k functions to the list to be profiled.
Note that, ultimately, VProfiler’s output is heuristic. It
identifies code that contributes to variance, but a developer
must analyze this code to determine if the variance is inherent or is indicative of a performance pathology.
VProfiler uses a parser to automatically inject instrumentation code as a prolog and epilog to each function that is selected for profiling, using a source-to-source translation tool
and then recompiling the binary. Our approach is similar to
conventional profilers, such as gprof, except that VProfiler
instruments only a subset of functions at a time.

Inputs : v: the starting function (i.e., entry point),
k: maximum number of functions to select,
d: threshold for minimum contribution
Output: s∗ : top k most responsible factors

3

t ← tree with V ar(v) as root;
l ← {V ar(v)};
e ← true;

4

while e do

1
2

8

foreach f actor f ∈ l do
if is variance(f ) then
c ← var break down(f );
t.add children(f, c);

9

s∗ ← select factors(t, k, d);

5
6
7

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

4.
3.4

Implementation

Our current implementation of VProfiler only supports
C/C++ applications.4 VProfiler takes in a list of synchronization primitives used in the application, creates instrumented
wrappers for them, and replaces all synchronization function calls with the wrapper calls in order to construct the
wake-up graph of the threads and created-by relationships
between tasks. The programmer also uses an API provided
by VProfiler to mark the creation and completion of a semantic interval, and the places where a thread starts working
on behalf of a semantic interval. In addition, the programmer provides a script that copies the instrumented source
code files to the source repository, compiles the source code,
and runs the application. Given these inputs, VProfiler automatically instruments the appropriate functions, runs the
application, and returns k factors with the highest score (k=3
by default). For each selected factor, VProfiler asks the programmer whether to investigate it further or not. (In our
experience, in many cases, this decision is usually straightforward and does not require a deep understanding of the
source code.) If the programmer deems it necessary, VProfiler re-instruments the selected function(s) and reruns the
application to collect new measurements.

4 We

also plan to add support for Java applications in our next release.

l.clear();
e ← f alse;
foreach f actor f ∈ s∗ do
if needs break down(f ) then
l ← l ∪ f;
e ← true;
else if is variance(f ) then
mark as selected(f );
return s∗ ;
Algorithm 3: Iterative refinement.

Evaluation

In this section, we aim to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of VProfiler. Performance overhead can be directly measured (Section 4.1). However, the ultimate measure of VProfiler’s effectiveness is how successful it is in
leading programmers to modifications that improve performance predictability. Directly quantifying this success is
subjective or at least difficult. Instead, we apply VProfiler
to a few complex, real-life software systems (e.g., MySQL),
and make modifications to these systems based on VProfiler’s findings. The questions then become (1) if and how
much these modifications succeed in reducing latency variance in these systems, and (2) how much programming effort (e.g., lines of code or hours) is involved in implementing these modifications (to measure how local and specific
VProfiler’s findings are). We answer the first question in Sections 4.5–4.7, and the second in Section 4.2.
Specifically, we conduct case studies on three popular open-source systems: MySQL (a thread-per-connection
database), Postgres (a process-per-connection database), and
Apache Web Server (an event-based server application). For
MySQL and Postgres, we treat each ‘transaction’ as a semantic interval, while for Apache we treat each ‘web request’ as a semantic interval.
Finally, as a measure of practicality of our findings, in
Section 4.8 we report on the real-world adoption of some of
the optimizations discovered using VProfiler.

Figure 3: Profiling overhead of VProfiler.
In summary, our experiments indicate the following:
1. VProfiler’s profiling overhead is an order of magnitude
lower than DTrace, and its factor selection algorithm
reduces the number of required runs by several orders of
magnitude compared to a naı̈ve drill-down strategy.
2. VProfiler successfully reveals the actual sources of variance in these large and complex codebases.
3. VProfiler’s findings enable us to dramatically reduce latency variance and 99th percentile latencies of each system with small modifications of their source code. Interestingly, our findings even reduce mean latencies. See Table 1 for a summary.
4.1

Instrumentation Overhead

We first report the overhead introduced by VProfiler’s online
instrumentation. In our case studies, we almost never needed
to profile a function with more than 100 children. Nonetheless, as shown in Figure 3, we studied the overhead of VProfiler for MySQL as we varied the number of children under
an instrumented function from 1 to 500 running the TPCC workload [53]. As one would expect, the overhead tends
to grow as the number of children grows (since we need to
measure the execution time of more functions). However, in
all cases, overheads are below 14% in terms of both latency
and throughput.
VProfiler overhead compares favorably to tracing tools
that perform binary code injection. For example, we used
DTrace [36] (a popular binary trace injection tool) to insert
similar instrumentation. Although DTrace does not natively
support any notion of semantic intervals, one can use it to
measure the variance of a fixed set of functions and then
compute variances using Equation 2. DTrace incurred 1020x higher overheads than our source-level instrumentation
(details omitted for space), and scales worse when tracing
more children. VProfiler gains an advantage over DTrace
because its instrumentation is minimal and inserted into the
source, rather than via binary modification.
4.2

Manual Effort

The manual effort in using VProfiler includes (i) annotating
the semantic intervals, (ii) inspecting the variance profile re-

turned at each iteration, and (iii) making enhancements to
address pathologies VProfiler identifies. Quantifying these
efforts objectively is difficult, as they depend heavily on the
programmer’s familiarity with the codebase. However, here
we simply report the experiences of one of the co-authors
(who had no prior experience with these codebases) performing the case studies. As reported in Table 2, the annotation of semantic intervals requires only a few lines of
code. We expect this to hold in most cases, as the notion of
a semantic interval is typically intuitive to developers (e.g.,
a request or a transaction). Identifying the synchronization
functions is similarly straight-forward, as codebases typically use a well-defined API for synchronization. Finally,
the actual optimization modifications were quite small, due
to the specificity of the functions identified by VProfiler.
4.3

Variance Trees

Table 3 reports some statistics of the final variance tree for
each application. Compared to Postgres and Apache Web
Server, studying latency variance in MySQL required more
runs but also less time inspecting the returned profile at
each run. This is because MySQL’s source code is more
hierarchical with many functions simply delegating the work
to others. For the same reason, the height of the final variance
tree of MySQL is larger than the other two. The breadth
of the variance tree is mainly affected by the function that
has the largest number of children. Note that with factor
selection, VProfiler always looks only at k selected factors,
and, therefore, most of the nodes in the variance tree are
simply (yet safely) ignored.
4.4

The Choice of the Specificity Function

As discussed in Section 3.2.2, VProfiler uses a quadratic
function in its factor selection phase to quantify the specificity of a factor. We experimented with several specificity
formulations, including linear, quadratic, and cubic functions. We then compared the quality of their findings. The
linear function assigned insufficient weight to the height of
a factor, causing an important factor with 18.2% contribution
to the overall variance to be missed in an early iteration. On
the other hand, the cubic function ultimately yielded exactly
the same factors as the quadratic function, providing no additional benefit. Consequently, we have chosen the quadratic
function defined equation (3) as our default choice of the
specificity function in VProfiler.
4.5

Case Study: MySQL

We first use VProfiler to analyze the source code of MySQL
5.6.23. Our study of MySQL used the TPC-C benchmark [53]
in two different scenarios. The first scenario, with 128 warehouses and a 30GB buffer pool (denoted as the 128-WH
configuration), modeled a deployment where memory was
large enough to fit all data, while the second, with 2 warehouses and a 128MB buffer pool (denoted as the 2-WH
configuration), modeled a scenario where contention on

Application The function
causing variance

Original
Proposed
contribution to technique
overall variance

# of modified Reduction of Reduction of Reduction of
lines of code overall mean overall latency overall 99th
or config
latency
variance
latency
189

84.0%

82.1%

50.0%

46

10.7%

35.5%

26.5%

2
355
45

18.7%
58.5%
4.8%

27.0%
44.8%
60.0%

14.5%
23.7%
42.9%

MySQL

os event wait

59.2%

MySQL

buf pool mutex enter

32.92%

grant the lock to
the oldest trx first
replace mutex
with spin lock
parameter tuning
distributed logging
bulk memory
allocation

MySQL
fil flush
5%
Postgres
LWLockAcquireOrWait 76.8%
Apache
apr bucket alloc
11%
Web Server

Table 1: Impact of modifying each of the functions identified by VProfiler. The last three columns compare the overall
performance of the whole system before and after modifying each function.
Application

MySQL
Postgres
Apache

Semantic
intervals
annotations
9 lines of code
7 lines of code
4 lines of code

Avg. manual
inspection
time per run
6 minutes
10 minutes
12 minutes

Modified
lines of
code
235
355
45

Table 2: Our manual effort while using VProfiler.
Application
MySQL
Postgres
Apache

Number of
VProfiler runs
37
16
17

Variance tree Variance tree
height
breadth
19
245025
8
16900
15
36

Table 3: Statistics of the final variance trees.
the buffer pool was intense due to severe memory constraints. In both scenarios, MySQL ran on a server with
2 Intel Xeon E5-1670v2 2.1GHz virtual CPUs, receiving
transactions sent from a separate client machine running the
OLTP-Bench [29] tool.
Table 4 summarizes the key variance sources in MySQL
identified by VProfiler. Whereas MySQL has a complex
code base with over 1.5M lines of code and 30K functions,
VProfiler narrows down our search by automatically identifying a handful of functions that contribute the most to the
overall transaction variance. These findings clearly demonstrate the value of VProfiler: we only need to manually inspect these few functions to understand whether their execution time variance is inherent or is caused by a performance
pathology that can be mitigated or avoided.
Next, we present our findings from inspecting the source
of the functions identified by VProfiler.
• os event wait. This function is simply a wrapper for the
pthread cond wait function in Linux (or equivalent functions on other platforms). One of its uses is to put a transaction thread to sleep when it needs to wait for a lock on a
data record. The A and B in Table 4 refer to the two most
important call sites for os event wait, which correspond to

Config

Source of Variance

Contribution to
Overall Variance

128-WH
128-WH
128-WH
2-WH
2-WH
2-WH

os event wait [A]
os event wait [B]
row ins clust index entry low
buf pool mutex enter
img btr cur search to nth level
fil flush

37.5%
21.7%
9.3%
32.92%
8.3%
5%

Table 4: Key sources of variance in MySQL.
Mean Latency

Variance

99th Percentile

84.0%

82.1%

50.0%

Table 5: Comparing VATS with MySQL’s original (FCFS)
lock scheduling in terms of MySQL’s overall latency.
locks acquired during select and update statements, respectively. The high variance of these call sites reflects the high
variability in the wait time for contended locks, which contributes to more than half of the overall latency variance.
Our fix is to replace MySQL’s lock scheduling strategy, which is based on First Come First Served (FCFS),
with a Variance-Aware-Transaction-Scheduling (VATS) [40]
strategy that minimizes overall wait time variance. In short,
VATS uses an Oldest Transaction First (grant the lock to the
oldest transaction) strategy as an alternative to FCFS. As
shown in Table 5, VATS reduces 82.1% of the overall latency variance and 50.0% of the 99th percentile latency (for
the TPC-C workload).
• row ins clust index entry low. This function inserts a
new record into a clustered index. Its variance arises due
to varying code paths taken based on the state of the index
prior to the insert operation. The variance here is inherent
to the index mutation, hence, we concluded that it is not a
performance pathology.
• buf pool mutex enter. This function is used to acquire
a global lock on the buffer pool. Of all the call sites, the
one that contributes most to the overall variance is one that
happens in a function used to move a page to the head of the

buffer page list in order to maintain a Least Recently Used
(LRU) order in the pages. This causes high variance in the
wait time for acquiring the global lock on the buffer page
list.
We evaluated a potential fix, Lazy LRU Update (LLU) [40],
which limits the time that buf pool mutex enter waits for
the lock to avoid excessive delays. The page moving operation is aborted if the lock is not granted in time and will be
retried the next time the lock is successfully acquired.
We replaced the original mutex with this LLU strategy
using only 46 lines of code. Figure 4 (left) shows that LLU
eliminates 10.7% of the overall mean latency, 35.5% of the
overall variance, and 26.5% of the overall 99th percentile
latency compared to the original mutex-based implementation. LLU avoids long waits by delaying moving the buffer
pages until the overhead is fairly cheap. This reduces the
contention on the LRU data structure for memory-contended
workloads.
• btr cur search to nth level. This function traverses an
index tree, placing a tree cursor at a given level, and leaving a
shared or exclusive lock on the cursor page. A performancecritical loop in this function traverses from level to level
in the index tree, and its runtime varies with the depth to
which the tree must be traversed. From our inspection, we
again conclude that the variance here is inherent to the index
traversal, not a performance pathology.
• fil flush. MySQL uses this function to force all redo log
data to be written from the disk buffer to the disk before
a transaction can be safely committed. The variance here is
inherent to the I/O, but might be reduced by logging to faster
I/O devices, such as SSDs or NVRAM [14, 51, 72].
Alternatively, by changing MySQL’s log flush policy
through the innodb flush log at trx commit configuration
parameter, we can defer log flushing off the critical path.
By default, MySQL flushes redo logs eagerly. Figure 4(center) shows the results of using alternative lazy flush and lazy
write settings, which defer only flush, or both flush and write
system calls, respectively, to a log flusher thread. Note that
both lazy policies risk losing committed transactions if a
crash occurs (though the database will remain consistent,
i.e., there will be no changes made by partial transactions).
Nevertheless, this finding is an example in which VProfiler
helped us to identify a configuration setting that has a large
influence on transaction variance.
4.6

Case Study: Postgres

We next perform a case study using VProfiler to analyze
the source code of Postgres 9.6, another complex and popular DBMS. For Postgres, we use a server with 2 Intel(R)
Xeon(R) CPU E5-2450 processors and 2.10GHz cores, and
use a separate client machine. We study the TPC-C benchmark with a 32-warehouse configuration and a 30 GB buffer
pool. Table 6 shows the top three functions in Postgres identified by VProfiler as the main sources of variance.

Source of Variance

Contribution to
Overall Variance

LWLockAcquireOrWait
ReleasePredicateLocks
ExecProcNode

76.8%
6%
5%

Table 6: Key sources of variance in Postgres.
• LWLockAcquireOrWait. This function is used to acquire
an exclusive lock. Again, one specific call site contributes
most of the variance. In Postgres, an exclusive lock is used
to protect the redo log to ensure that only one transaction
at a time can write to the log. Therefore, a natural idea
is to either reduce contention on this global lock, or to
allow for multiple transactions to flush simultaneously. The
former may be attempted by accelerating I/O (e.g., tuning
the I/O block size in Postgres, or by placing the logs on a
NVRAM [14, 72] or SSD [24, 57]), whereas the latter can
be attempted by a variety of distributed logging schemes
(e.g., [25, 74]).
Here, we tested a simple distributed logging variant that
allows Postgres to use two hard disks for storing two sets of
redo logs. A transaction only needs to wait when neither of
these two sets is available, in which case it waits for the one
with fewer waiters. The result is shown in Figure 4 (right),
showing that this simple technique eliminates 58.5% of the
overall mean latency, 44.8% of the overall latency variance,
and 23.7% of the overall 99th percentile latency.
• ReleasePredicateLocks. This function releases all the
predicate locks held by a transaction when that transaction commits (or rolls back). In the “serializable” isolation
level, Postgres uses predicate locking to avoid the “phantom” problem where a read conflicts with later inserts or
updates which add new rows to the selected range of the
read. Varying lock conflicts can be discovered upon the release of these locks, and the execution time varies with the
number and type of conflicts. However, according to VProfiler, this function is only responsible for 6% of the overall
variance, so we did not pursue it further.
• ExecProcNode. After parsing a query, Postgres generates
an execution plan for it. This plan is a tree-like structure with
multiple plan nodes (e.g., scans, joins). Depending on the
node type, this function dispatches to others to perform the
required work. The variance of ExecProcNode, therefore,
stems from differences in query plans. No single child of
this function accounts for a significant fraction of variance,
so we did not pursue it further.
4.7

Case Study: Apache Web Server

Finally, we used VProfiler to analyze the source code of
Apache Web server 2.4.23. We used the included benchmark, ApacheBench. We simulated 1000 clients, sending a
total of 20000 requests for a 169-byte static page. Table 7
reports the top root causes of variance in the request latencies. Here, the top two causes found by VProfiler were
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Figure 4: Effect of LLU algorithm (left) and varying log flush policy (center) on MySQL’s performance (TPC-C benchmark).
Effect of distributed logging (right) on Postgres (TPC-C).
Source of Variance

Contribution to
Overall Variance

(ap pass brigade, apr file open)
(ap pass brigade, basic http header)
apr bucket alloc

22%
15.5%
11.8%

Table 7: Key sources of variance in Apache HTTPD Server.
co-variances of two functions (shown as pairs in Table 7),
rather than the variance of a single function. Co-variances
indicate, for example, that whenever ap pass brigade takes
long, apr file open does too, and vice versa.
• (ap pass brigade, apr file open) The first of this function
pair is a recursive function invoking a filter chain on incoming requests. The second is a wrapper function for opening
files across different operating systems. When the allocator
lacks sufficient memory, both functions incur delay waiting
for memory allocations. Similarly, when available memory
is sufficient, both become faster. Hence, though not directly
related, the two functions co-vary due to the same underlying root cause. VProfiler was instrumental in allowing us to
deduce this relationship.
• (ap pass brigade, basic http header) The next cause was
again the high co-variance of two functions: ap pass brigade,
which simply calls three other filter functions, and basic http header, which constructs a simple HTTP response
header. The root cause of the co-variance is again memory
allocations that occur in each.
• apr bucket alloc The third highest contributor to overall
variance is apr bucket alloc, which allocates memory for a
bucket (container) in the Apache Portable Runtime (APR)
library. APR offers a memory management library, whereby
free memory is organized in slabs by size. When a slab is
exhausted, it acquires extra memory from a global free list.
The latency variance here stems from the different paths
taken to acquire additional memory.
In light of the observation that the root causes of variance
in request latencies of Apache Web Server were all memoryallocation related, we modified the memory management
library to pre-allocate larger chunks of memory in advance.
This simple modification eliminates 60.0% of the overall
variance of Apache Web Server’s request latencies.

4.8

Real-world Adoption

After observing the dramatic impact (see Table 1) of our
local modifications (revealed by VProfiler), we decided to
share these results with the respective open-source communities. Starting with MySQL, our VATS scheduling has
been adopted by MySQL distributions and made the default
scheduling algorithm by MariaDB (starting 10.2.3+) [2].
MariaDB distributions of MySQL comprise over 2M+ installations around the world.
Meanwhile, the issue with LRU mutex contention found
by VProfiler was independently identified by the MySQL
community [8, 12] and addressed via multi-threaded LRU
flushing [8, 12] and other techniques [9, 10]. While their
solution differed from our LLU technique, the bug histories
still confirm the validity of VProfiler’s finding regarding the
cause of the performance pathology.

5.

Related Work

Call Graph Profilers — These profilers gather execution
times and counts for a function and its call descendants [34].
Some tools support shared subroutines, mutual recursion,
or dynamic method binding [64]. There are even domainspecific techniques, e.g., for SQL applications [39]. While
call graph profilers provide valuable information for longrunning operations, VProfiler aims to improve predictability
and thus aggregates and reports variance.
Call Path Profilers — Call path profilers can report the
resource usage of function calls in their full lexical contexts [37]. Users can learn how much of a program’s time is
spent in specializable calls to various functions. Techniques
to reduce profiling overhead include (i) sampling [33], which
collects frequency counts without full instrumentation of
procedures’ code, and (ii) incremental profiling, which instruments only a few functions of interest [19]. Some profilers [65] extend call path profiling to parallel applications,
and use semantic compression to reduce time and space
overhead. VProfiler analyzes function invocations in context, but it uses a technique similar to incremental profiling
by monitoring only a few functions at a time to reduce overhead. However, VProfiler aggregates over a semantic interval, and selects the most interesting functions at each iteration automatically.

Event Profilers — A variety of tracing tools collect event
traces similar to the inputs to VProfiler’s analysis. Many of
these tools support concurrent and distributed request traces
(e.g., [17], [62]). Recent frameworks provide extensible tracing, allowing users to define their own events and provide a
LINQ-like query language for trace analysis (e.g. [31], [43]),
which allows the introduction of concepts like our semantic
intervals into the trace output. However, these profilers are
not focused on analysis of variance, and do not provide an
equivalent abstraction to our variance tree. VProfiler’s postprocessing could likely be modified to adopt such tools for
managing instrumentation and generating traces in lieu of
our source-to-source instrumentation.
Trace Profilers and Statistical Profilers — Trace-based
profilers [13, 18, 23, 26, 41, 50, 56, 61, 67, 73] can offer
detailed full-system information by instrumenting the source
code, from one point in a program to another. However,
such profilers are usually post-mortem and the profile data
is not available during execution. Moreover, their overhead
in tightly-coupled parallel applications can be quite high.
Statistical or sampling-based profilers sacrifice accuracy
for lower overhead and online availability: At regular intervals, they probe the program’s call stack using interrupts and
collect the information they need [21, 34, 44, 45, 63, 70].
VProfiler belongs in the class of trace-based profilers. Its
distinguishing contribution lies in capturing semantic intervals across interleaving threads, and identifying informative
high-variance functions through the use of the variance tree.
Transactional Profiling — There has been some work on
transactional profiling, wherein a transaction is a unit of
work similar to our more generic concept of a semantic interval. Whodunit [22] profiles transactions in generic multitier applications and can track transactions that flow through
shared memory, events, stages, or via message passing, and
identify request types that can cause high CPU usage or high
contention. VProfiler’s goals are quite different from Whodunit in that it seeks to locate functions in the system that
cause high variance in latency, whereas the latter focuses on
automatically establishing transaction contexts and identifying request types that might cause high CPU utilization.
Similarly, AppInsight [55] captures the concept of a
transaction for mobile applications. However, AppInsight
uses a very limited notion of a transaction, as a user manipulation of the UI and all the operations it triggers.
Instead of profiling transactions, there is also some work
on passively predicting the performance of transactions using machine learning techniques [46, 47, 75].
Performance Diagnosis — DBSherlock [76] relies on outlier detection and causality analysis to diagnose the root
cause of performance anomalies from telemetry data and
other statistics (collected from the application and the operating system). Chopstix [20] proposes a diagnostic tool to
continuously monitor low-level OS events, such as cache

misses, I/O, and locking. Reconstructing these events offline helps users reproduce intermittent bugs that are hard
to catch otherwise. X-ray [16] dynamically instruments program binaries and collects performance summaries to find
the root cause of performance anomalies. Reference executions can also be used to identify symptoms and causes of
performance anomalies [60]. Darc [68] is able to identify
the root causes of any peak for a given function by analyzing
its latency distribution across multiple runs and determining
the major contributor of each bucket. VarianceFinder [58] locates the root causes of variances in a distributed system by
using a two-tier method. However, it focuses on the variance
of requests taking exactly the same execution path. Spectroscope [59] diagnoses performance changes by comparing
request flow during non-problem period and problem period.
VProfiler is also a diagnostic tool that uses instrumentation to collect information that it needs. However, unlike
tools that focus on detecting individual anomalies/outliers,
VProfiler’s approach is based on the mathematical definition of variance. In contrast, Darc finds only the outlying
latency contributors, which may or may not be related to
large variance contributors. For example, in our case study
on Postgres, the latency of the RecordTransactionCommit
function is only 10% of the ResourceOwnerRelease function, while the former contributes 37.7% more to the overall variance than the latter. VProfiler is also capable of profiling multi-threaded programs. VarianceFinder ignores the
variance caused by the difference in execution paths for the
same type of requests, while VProfiler can also account for
such situations. Spectroscope is not applicable to our case,
as there is usually no clear definition of a problem period.
Unpredictability in Multi-tier Server Stacks — Many
modern applications run in a cloud environment or on top
of a complex software stack [27, 66, 77]. Here, the performance unpredictability could originate in different layers of
the system [28, 30, 42], or be the result of cross-stack communications. While handling this type of unpredictability is
out of the scope of this paper, we believe that variance trees
will shed some light on this problem and plan to pursue this
direction in the future.

6.

Conclusion

We presented a novel profiler, called VProfiler, for identifying the major sources of latency variance in a semantical
interval of a software system. By breaking down the variance
of latency into variances and covariances of functions in the
source code and accounting for thread interleavings, VProfiler makes it possible to calculate the contribution of each
function to the overall variance. Using VProfiler, we analyzed the codebases of three complex open-source systems,
leading us to small modifications that significantly reduced
performance variance in these popular applications.
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